Nanoscale observations of the epitaxial growth of hashemite on barite (001)
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Abstract

The heteroepitaxial growth of hashemite BaCrO₄ on barite BaSO₄(001) from supersaturated aqueous solutions was observed in situ using an atomic force microscope (AFM). It was shown that the first hashemite layer grows via two-dimensional nucleation easily forming a complete epitaxial layer, which is likely to have a low level of intrinsic stress. Two-dimensional nucleation of the second and subsequent layers proceeds with significantly lower rates, and growth occurs with lower step velocities. These layers seem to have significant level of intrinsic stress and tend to reduce it via the formation of free surface normal to the growth layer (holes in the layer, dendrite-like shape of nuclei and steps, preferable formation of nuclei at the step edges). As a result, the initially flat surface becomes rough. The process described corresponds to the Stranski-Krastanov epitaxial growth mode, which is well known for growth of semiconductor and metal films but not previously recognised for crystals grown from aqueous solutions.
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1. Introduction

Heteroepitaxial structures are widely used for fabrication of various electronic devices and, for this reason, their formation is widely studied both theoretically and experimentally [1]. Consequently, most of these researches are restricted to a narrow
class of semiconductors, metals and oxides grown mainly by the method of molecular beam epitaxy [2,3]. Studies of epitaxial structures produced during crystal growth from aqueous solution are more scarce and data on the nanoscale epitaxial processes are still lacking. However, epitaxial growth from aqueous solutions is a very usual phenomenon commonly observed both in nature and laboratory. An especially extensive phenomenon is the formation of solid solutions grown from aqueous solutions, since many minerals and synthetic compounds form solid solutions with complicated zoning patterns. Compositional and oscillatory zoning can be considered as heteroepitaxy, because it suggests a growth on the substrate with very similar crystal structure but different chemical composition and lattice constants. Therefore, understanding heteroepitaxial processes in solid solution–aqueous solution systems (SS–AS) is relevant in the study of zoning and related phenomena in natural and synthetic crystals.

A strong effect of substrate on a growth layer of different composition (template effect) has been reported in [4,5] for several heteroepitaxial systems. It was shown that the step velocity, significant for the first epitaxial layer, is reduced drastically for subsequent layers approaching a zero value.

In this paper we continue the study of heteroepitaxial growth in SS–AS systems, but only focusing on the processes taking place during the growth of one end-member directly on the other one. As a model system we have chosen the growth of hashemite (BaCrO₄) on barite (BaSO₄) (001) substrate. These compounds form a complete and ideal solid solution [6] crystallizing in the orthorhombic space group Pnma. They have the similar lattice constants: \( a = 8.878 \text{ Å}, \ b = 5.450 \text{ Å} \) and \( c = 7.152 \text{ Å} \) for barite [7] and \( a = 9.105 \text{ Å}, \ b = 5.541 \text{ Å} \) and \( c = 7.343 \text{ Å} \) for hashemite [8]. Because of their similarity in solubility products \( (K_{sp, \text{hashemite}}/K_{sp, \text{barite}} = 2.04) \) and lattice constants, this system is suitable to study epitaxial growth taking place in SS–AS systems. Epitaxial growth experiments were made in a fluid cell of a Digital Instruments Multimode AFM working in contact mode.

2. Experimental

Experiments were carried out at 25 °C in situ in a fluid cell of a Digital Instruments Multimode AFM. Due to the strong adhesion of the growing layers in the substrate, AFM worked in contact mode. AFM images were usually taken by scanning a conical Si₃N₄ tips (spring constant 0.12 N/m) attached to a 200 μm cantilever (Digital Instruments). Sometimes shorter tips (100 μm) with spring constant 0.48 N/m were used. Height images were improved (flatten) using the NanoScope software (Version 5.12b48). Freshly cleaved, optically clear (001) barite surfaces were used as substrates. Hashemite was crystallized from solutions prepared by mixing of BaCl₂ and Na₂CrO₄ aqueous solutions. Before each growth experiment, deionised water was passed over the crystal to clean the cleaved surface, as well as to adjust the AFM parameters.

For barite on barite crystallization Na₂SO₄ solutions were used instead of Na₂CrO₄ solutions. Activities of different chemical species with respect to hashemite and barite were calculated using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment number</th>
<th>Solution composition</th>
<th>Supersaturation In$/$</th>
<th>$a$ (Ba$^{2+}$)</th>
<th>$a$ (CrO$_4^{2-}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>3.2 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.1 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>3.6 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.5 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>4.2 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>5.3 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>2.8 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>5.7 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>3.3 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>6.0 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>3.5 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supersaturation was calculated as $\ln \beta = \ln(\prod a_i/K_{sp})$, where $a_i$ is the ion activity ($i = \text{Ba}^{2+}, \text{CrO}_4^{2-}$ or $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$), $K_{sp}$ is the solubility product (equal to $10^{-9.67}$ and $10^{-9.98}$ for hematite and barite, respectively [10,11]). Concentrations of the solutions used in experiments and calculated supersaturations with respect to hematite are listed in Table 1. To avoid solution/sample equilibrium a flow of solution was maintained by injecting fresh solution at intervals of about 1 min between each AFM scan. The step velocities as well as the nucleation rates were measured from time sequences of AFM images.

3. Results

Once barite (001) surfaces were cleaned and the AFM parameters adjusted, solutions supersaturated with respect to hematite were injected in the fluid cell. Since the $\text{Na}_2\text{CrO}_4$ and $\text{BaCl}_2$ solutions are free from the sulfate ions and barite substrate dissolves negligibly during our experiments the $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$ concentration at the crystal/solution interface and in the precipitate has to be negligible and the new deposited layers can be considered as pure hematite. As can be expected, the growth behavior strongly depends on the supersaturation.

At low supersaturation ($\ln \beta < 0.8$) the growth only occurs via tangential motion of existing cleavage steps. As in the case of barite growing on barite, the cleavage steps of one unit cell height ($c = 7.15 \text{ Å}$) split into two elementary growth steps ($h = 3.67 \text{ Å}$) which have very strong growth anisotropy, so that the fast growing steps move about 10 times faster than the slow ones [12,13]. The fastest (and slowest) growth directions have the opposite orientations in the adjacent layers which are symmetrically related by a 21 screw axis.

At higher supersaturations ($\ln \beta > 0.8$) two-dimensional nucleation begins to contribute significantly to the growth of the first epitaxial layer. The growth of this layer seems to proceed in a very similar way to barite on barite (001) homoepitaxial growth [12,13]—a representative example is shown in Fig. 1a (supersaturation with respect to hematite is $\beta = 1.773$). The nuclei have the sector-like shape, which is very close to that observed for barite [12,13], however, the angle at the apex of the sector for hematite is $\sim 60^\circ$ in comparison with $\sim 100^\circ$ for barite. In our case, the straight steps of the hematite nuclei are, therefore, parallel to a PBC (periodic bond chain) different from $\langle 120 \rangle$ (which define the orientation of the barite nuclei steps [12,13]) the $\langle 110 \rangle$ PBC being the best candidate. For the considered case (Fig. 1) the barite surface was completely covered by this first hematite layer after 7 min.

At relatively low supersaturation ($\ln \beta < 1.5$) no nucleation on the first deposited layer is visible and growth nearly stops after completion of the first layer. At higher supersaturation ($\ln \beta \approx 1.8$) nucleation on the first hematite layer takes place. However, the growth of the second and following epitaxial layers differs drastically from the growth of the first one. In contrast to the first layer, where the nuclei are randomly distributed over the crystal surface, nuclei of the second layer grow on preferential areas, specifically, step edges. Fig. 1b–d (supersaturation $\ln \beta = 1.773$) and Fig. 2 (supersaturation $\ln \beta = 2.164$) clearly show that the new layers are more easily formed on the top of the nuclei and areas already covered by two or more epitaxial layers. At a given relationship between nucleation rates and step velocity new ‘on-top’ layers nucleate faster than the previous layers are completed and the crystal surface becomes rough. The shape of nuclei changes as well. At supersaturation $\ln \beta = 1.773$ the nuclei have irregular and sometimes even dendrite-like shape and contain numerous pores (Fig. 1). The same porous or dendritic structure characterizes the advancement of existing steps (e.g., A and B in Fig. 1c). At higher supersaturation ($\ln \beta > 2$) nucleation proceeds more easily and the nucleus shape is closer to the usual sector-like shape (Fig. 2). Nucleation at these special sites proceeds $\sim 2-40$ times slower than nucleation of the first layer on the barite substrate, whereas nucleation on the flat surface covered by one hematite layer is $\sim 90-400$ times slower than nucleation on the barite substrate (Fig. 3).

Growth of the second and subsequent epitaxial layers is accompanied by lower velocity compared
Fig. 1. Growth of BaCrO₄ on BaSO₄(001) substrate, supersaturation lnβ = 1.773. (a) 12.5 min after injecting the growth solution, numerous sector-shaped nuclei cover almost all the substrate. Original cleavage steps split into two steps growing with very different velocities. The thick black line at the lower right is a step of large height. (b) After 25.5 min the substrate is fully covered by a first hashemite layer and the growth of the second layer starts (arrows mark the first nuclei on the hashemite layer). (c) After 41 min a significant number of nuclei was formed, appearing most of them near the step edges and on the areas covered by few hashemite layers. The high step produces irregular and very complicated growth forms. (d) After 68.5 min the surface becomes substantially rough. Most of growth islands are located in the regions covered by few hashemite layers and do not extend beyond the boundaries of these areas. The area of images (a)-(d) is 7 μm × 7 μm. (e) The nuclei and growth steps growing on the hashemite layer have irregular shape with numerous pores, the area of image is 3 μm × 3 μm. (f) Detailed image of the nucleus marked in Fig. 1c and d by number 5, the area of image is 1 μm × 1 μm.
with the first layer, however, the growth velocity is not a constant for different nuclei and even for the same nucleus (Fig. 4). Starting from the second layer each following layer seems to grow slightly more slowly than the previous one (Fig. 4). In contrast to barite and to the first hashemite layer the anisotropic growth of the second and subsequent hashemite layers diminishes significantly and the fastest to slowest velocity ratio does not exceed the factor of two (compare e.g., steps A and B in Fig. 1c).

4. Discussion

4.1. Growth velocity

Fig. 5 shows the growth velocity in the fastest direction $V$ as a function of supersaturation for the first epitaxial layer of barite and hashemite on barite (001) substrate. In the last case, the experimental points deviate significantly from the linear function shown for the homoepitaxial growth of many compounds (e.g., for NaClO$_3$ and NaNO$_3$ [14]) and predicted by theory and
can be rather approximated by a power function

\[ V = \xi (\ln \beta)^{3.7} \]

with the kinetic coefficient \( \xi = 0.11 \text{ nm/s} \) for haemite. At this moment we do not have a reliable explanation of this non-linearity, because, unfortunately, there are neither previous data nor a well-developed theory concerning the step advancement velocities of heteroepitaxial layers. For homoepitaxial growth of some other compounds a similar behaviour is explained through action of impurities, which adsorb on the crystal face and reduce the step propagation [15,16]. Our data suggest that the substrate can exert an important role in the step advancement kinetics.

4.2. Heteroepitaxy vs. homoepitaxy

Compared with the homoepitaxial growth, heteroepitaxy is affected by at least two additional factors. The first is the elastic stress. The formation of the interface between two layers requires matching of their lattice planes (Fig. 6a). If the difference between the corresponding lattice constants is not too high, the lattice matching results in the formation of a coherent substrate–film interface and the generation of elastic strain and stress. The elastic stress and the associated elastic energy \( U_{\text{max}} \) are concentrated only in the epitaxial layer and distributed uniformly over the epitaxial film as long as its overall thickness is significantly lower than the lateral size and the thickness of the substrate (so-called pseudomorphic epitaxial growth, Fig. 6b) [3].

Since the elastic energy increases the free energy of the film, the stress relaxation starts. Misfit dislocations are unlikely to appear in such thin layers (2 unit cells or lower), so the free surface relaxation mechanisms are expected to be predominant.

For the first (1 up to 5) epitaxial layers it is possible to minimize the elastic energy via independent normal and lateral displacements of atoms (Fig. 6c). This possibility is not taken into account by the classical theory of elasticity, which considers the layer as a continuous medium and does not deal with the atomic arrangement. Thus the surface layer has a low level of intrinsic stress but it becomes crimped and complicated by additional displacements of atoms. In the first layer, such displacements should be most pronounced and can reduce the elastic energy significantly (down to the value of \( U < U_{\text{max}} \)). As successive haemite layers grown on the substrate, these displacements become inconsistent with the volume crystal structure of the growing layer (Fig. 6d) and vanish progressively. This leads to elastic energy storage and achievement of \( U_{\text{max}} \) value.

Another way to reduce the misfit energy consists in the formation of additional free surface normal to the growth layer. The presence of such a surface allows free displacements of atoms in direction parallel to the growth layer and, in accordance with St. Venant’s principle, it leads to a decrease of the stress near to the free surfaces at distances of about a growth layer in height. Thus the rough surface results in a reduction of elastic energy but an increase in surface energy. If the elastic energy decrease is greater than the surface energy increase the flat surface becomes unstable and can becomes rough (the so-called Grinfeld instability, see e.g., [17–19]).

The second factor is the difference in interfacial surface energies between the epitaxial film \( \gamma_f \) and substrate \( \gamma_s \) and the appearance of additional specific interface free energy \( \gamma_{fs} \) [2,3]. At certain relationships between these values the epitaxial layer can either easily form a complete layer.
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the surface relaxation mechanism. Open symbols cations Ba\(^{2+}\), black symbols anions SO\(_{4}^{2-}\), grey symbols anions CrO\(_{4}^{2-}\), circles \(y = b/4\), squares \(y = 3b/4\).

(a) Barite substrate (below) and hashemite layer (above). (b) Ideal pseudomorphic growth of hashemite on barite, the hashemite layer is under strong compressive strain and stress. (c) Surface relaxation of the single hashemite growth layer on the barite substrate. The bonds lengths Ba\(^{2+}\) SO\(_{4}^{2-}\) and Ba\(^{2+}\) CrO\(_{4}^{2-}\) have the typical values for barite and hashemite, respectively. Displacements of atoms are high, but stress is absent. (d) Deposition of two hashemite layers reduces the surface relaxation, since the atomic displacements are inconsistent with the hashemite crystal structure. The atoms move to their ideal positions and stress appears. After deposition of few layers the usual pseudomorphic growth can be observed.

4.3. Qualitative interpretation of results

The ideas formulated above give us a basis for explanation of the phenomena observed. The easy growth of the first hashemite layer is possible due to the surface relaxation of misfit stress (Fig. 6) and the close values of the surface energies \((\gamma_f \approx \gamma_s\), see below). The growth of the second and following epitaxial layers should be accompanied by a higher level of intrinsic stress, since the surface relaxation becomes less effective.

Increasing of the free energy of the layer decreases the driving force of crystallization that reduces the nucleation rate (Fig. 3). In particular, it leads to preferred formation of 2D nuclei at edges of steps and on the areas already covered by two or more hashemite layers. Easy nucleation near to the step edges results from the lower level of stress near to additional free areas. However, easy nucleation on the areas covered by few hashemite layers looks surprising since such a process should lead to lower degree of the surface relaxation and to higher level of stress. We believe that preferable nucleation at these sites results from very high imperfections of such areas. Fig. 1e shows numerous holes in the second epitaxial layer which can decrease the stress and facilitate the nucleation. The chains of holes allow even to visualize the regions covered by two or more epitaxial layers (Fig. 1e and f). Significant imperfections of deposited layers can be seen from dissolution experiments, where replacement of supersaturated hashemite solution by clear water induced the fast and complete dissolution of the deposited layer (Fig. 7). Since dissolution starts not only from
Fig. 7. Dissolution patterns of the crystal shown in Fig. 1d. Images a and b were recorded in 1.5 min and 8.5 min after injecting the saturated hashemite solution, respectively. All the deposited hashemite layers, with exception of the first one, are dissolved. Replacement of hashemite solution by clear water induces dissolution of the first hashemite layer. Images c and d were recorded in 4.5 min and 6.5 min after injecting deionised water and show the initial stages of dissolution and nearly complete removing of the first hashemite layer, respectively. The area of the images is 7 μm x 7 μm.

the step edges but also from the numerous etch pits distributed uniformly over the crystal surface, it would be reasonable to suggest that the epitaxial layers contain numerous very small (invisible) holes, which act as dissolution centers. At higher supersaturations, the second and following layers look more perfect and nucleation takes place preferably at step edges or at boundaries between the regions covered by one and few (usually by three) hashemite layers (Fig. 2). On the one hand, these boundaries facilitate nucleation behaving like a surface defect. On the other hand, they stop or, at least, slow down the growth of nuclei in corresponding directions (Figs. 1 and 2). Such a behaviour can be explained by the presence of an additional energetic barrier there. At this boundary, the crystal surface forms a step of about $c_{\text{hashemite}} - c_{\text{barite}} \approx 0.19 \, \text{Å}$ ($c$ is a lattice constant [7,8]), which hinders the growth step propagation. The presence of such a surface step can be seen in Fig. 2 (see also data on some solid solution–aqueous solution systems [20]).

Increasing of the free energy of the layer also results in a decrease of the step velocity (Fig. 4). The high scatter of measured values can be associated with the surface imperfections i.e., with the local
Fig. 8. Step advancement for few nuclei (numbers near the lines correspond to nuclei marked in Figs. 1c and d) as a function of time.

stress. For instance, the nuclei formed on the flat surface covered by one hashemite layer grow very slowly (see nucleus 5 in Figs. 1c, d, f, and 8) compared with the nuclei formed near to the step edges on the surface covered by few hashemite layers (see nuclei 1–4 in Figs. 1c, d and 8). However, the growth velocity of these “successful” nuclei can be reduced significantly when they reach some points on the crystal surface (Fig. 8), where the stress is probably higher.

The different level of stress between the first and the following layers can be clearly seen from the dissolution experiment, where all the deposited hashemite layers, with the exception of the first one, were completely dissolved by a saturated solution of BaCrO₄ (Fig. 7a and b). Thus, in contrast to the first epitaxial layer, the second and subsequent layers have significant level of intrinsic stress and tend to reduce it via formation of free surface normal to the growth layer (holes in layer, dendrite-like shape of nuclei and steps, preferable formation of nuclei at the step edges).

It is worth noting that the different structural state of the first and the following epitaxial layers can be seen from the growth anisotropy. The first layer inherits the growth anisotropy of the substrate (Fig. 1a), whereas the following layers have significantly lower degree of anisotropy (Figs. 1c, d and 2), see also [21].

4.4. Calculation of misfit energy

Let us assume a thin hashemite layer grown on the thick (001) barite substrate. Barite and hashemite belong to the orthorhombic system so that the strain tensor in the interface plane has two non-zero components: $\varepsilon_1 = (a_{\text{hashemite}} - a_{\text{barite}})/a_{\text{barite}} \approx 0.026$ and $\varepsilon_2 = (b_{\text{hashemite}} - b_{\text{barite}})/b_{\text{barite}} \approx 0.017$, where $a$ and $b$ are lattice constants [7,8]. The third non-zero component of the strain tensor follows from the Hooke law and the zero stress normal to the interface $\sigma_3 = c_{13}\varepsilon_1 + c_{23}\varepsilon_2 + c_{33}\varepsilon_3 = 0$, where $c_{ij}$—elastic stiffness constants. Since the stress tensor has two non-zero components $\sigma_1 = c_{11}\varepsilon_1 + c_{12}\varepsilon_2 + c_{13}\varepsilon_3$ and $\sigma_2 = c_{12}\varepsilon_1 + c_{22}\varepsilon_2 + c_{23}\varepsilon_3$, the elastic energy of the layer is written as

$$U_{\text{max}} = \frac{w}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sigma_i \varepsilon_i = \frac{w}{2} \left[ \varepsilon_1^2 \left( c_{11} - \frac{c_{13}^2 c_{23}}{c_{33}} \right) + 2\varepsilon_2^2 \left( c_{12} - \frac{c_{13} c_{23}}{c_{33}} \right) \right],$$

where $w = 9.26 \times 10^{-29}$ m$^3$ denotes molecular volume of hashemite. Unfortunately, we did not find values of the elastic constants for hashemite and we have used the values for barite [22]. Substitution of numerical values finally gives $U_{\text{max}} = 5.24 \times 10^{-21}$ J or $U_{\text{max}}/kT = 1.275$, where $k = 1.38 \times 10^{-23}$ J/K is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature.

4.5. Driving force of crystallization

The driving force of crystallization is defined by the difference between the chemical potentials in solution and in the crystal $\Delta \mu_\phi = kT \ln \beta$. The elastic stress energy increases the chemical potential and solubility of the crystal and, hence, reduces the driving force down to the value $\Delta \mu = \Delta \mu_\phi - U_{\text{max}}$. This simple correction can provide some interesting phenomena. For example, the step intersecting two parts of the crystal face with different level of intrinsic stress will grow with different velocities. At certain conditions it is possible to get the simultaneous growth of one part of the step and dissolution of another part, as was observed for sodium chlorate crystals [14]. At the macroscale, simulta-
neous growth of one face and dissolution of the adjacent face was observed for the zonal potassium-rubidium biphthalate crystals [23,24].

A more accurate approach includes the surface and interface energies, since attachment of a growth unit to a crystal surface creates a new surface with the energy \( Y_s \) and a new interface with the energy \( Y_{fs} \) but removes the old surface with the energy \( Y_r \). Thus the driving force of crystallization is \( \Delta \mu = kT \ln \beta - K_1 \), where \( K_1 = \frac{Y_r}{kT} + \frac{(Y_r + Y_s)}{kT} \) and \( h \) is the height of the growth step, the superscript * denotes that the stress dependence of the surface energy should be taken into account. Depending on the surface, interface and misfit energies, the value of \( K_1 \) can be positive or negative and it can change from one epitaxial layer to another. We cannot calculate the value of \( K_1 \) directly, since the values \( U < U_{max} \), \( Y_{fs} \) and \( Y_r \) are not known. Moreover, even reliable values of \( Y_r \) and \( Y_s \) are controversial. The macroscopic precipitation experiments give the values of \( Y_s = 0.135 \) J/m\(^2\) [25] and of \( Y_s = 0.093 \) J/m\(^2\) [26] for barite and of \( Y_r = 0.120 \) J/m\(^2\) for hashemite [25]. From 2D nucleation rates measurements, a value of \( Y_s = 0.105 \) J/m\(^2\) for the (001) barite surface has been determined [21,27]. More recently, Pina et al. [28], on the basis of the classical theory for heterogeneous nucleation derived an expression for calculating crystal face-solution interfacial free energies. Using this method, they determined a value of \( Y_r = 0.084 \) J/m\(^2\). However, for the sake of consistency we take the values provided by Nielsen assuming that the difference \( Y_r - Y_s \approx 0.120 - 0.135 = -0.015 \) J/m\(^2\) remains constant. On the other hand the value of \( K_1 \) can be estimated from the step velocities and from the nucleation rates.

### 4.6. Step velocity and nucleation rate

The classical consideration of two-dimensional nucleation provides the following expression for the nucleation rate [29]:

\[
J = C \sqrt{\ln \beta} \exp \left( -\frac{\pi h^2 T \omega}{k^2 T^2 \ln \beta} \right)
\]

\[
= C \sqrt{\ln \beta} \exp \left( -\frac{K_2}{\ln \beta} \right), \tag{2}
\]

where \( C \) is a constant. Application of this expression to heteroepitaxial growth has to consider changes of the driving force caused by elastic and surface/interface contributions. Consequently, Eq. (2) should be rewritten as

\[
J = C \sqrt{\ln \beta} \exp \left( -\frac{K_2}{\ln \beta} \right).
\]

Unfortunately, direct application of Eq. (3) is hardly possible, because we do not know the values of \( C \) and \( K_2 \) and the critical nucleus is not a disk as assumed. The single parameter, which can be estimated is the value of \( K_2 = 51.1 \). In order to extract some quantitative information, nucleation rates for the first, second and third + fourth layers can be fitted together with given constant value of \( K_2 = 51.1 \), variable parameter \( C \) and independent values of \( K_1(i) \) for each layer \( i = 1,2,3 \). Fig. 3 shows results for the fit with \( \ln C = 12 \). The values of \( K_1 \) were found to be equal to \(-1.6, -0.5, -0.95 \) for the first, second and third + fourth epitaxial layers, respectively. Fitting with another value of \( K_2 \) leads to simultaneous increasing or decreasing of \( K_1(i) \), so that the differences between these values do not change significantly. Because of the uncertainty in the value of \( K_2 \) we can only estimate the differences \( K_1(1) - K_1(2) 
\]

The differences between \( K_1(i) \) for the first, second and third + fourth epitaxial layers can be also obtained from step velocities (Fig. 4). Let us assume that the functions \( V(\text{driving force}) \) for different layers have the same form but are shifted from each other along the abscissa axis on the values \( K_1(i) - K_1(1) \). So we can find \( K_1(1) - K_1(3) \approx -0.3 \) which is not far from the value found from nucleation rates. On the other hand, \( K_1(1) - K_1(2) \approx -0.3 \) which is significantly lower than the value found from nucleation rates. For the experiment with \( \ln \beta = 1.773 \), however, growth velocities of the second layer are grouped in two groups—with high and low values. The lower values seem to be more correct, since they were measured at apparently more perfect areas of the crystal surface, where the surface imperfection has a minor contribution in the stress relaxation. From these measurements, we have obtained \( K_1(1) - K_1(2) \approx -1.05 \) which is very close to values calculated from
nucleation rates. Thus the agreement between $K_1$ values calculated by different ways was found only for one growth run, the origin of discrepancies for other growth runs remains unclear. In the following discussion we will use the data on the nucleation rates, which seem to be more reliable.

Although the values of $K_1(i)$ depend on three unknown values we can try to compare the experiment and the theory using some simplifications. Let us assume that the first layer has no stress $K_1(1) \approx \frac{(\gamma_f - \gamma_s + \gamma_s)}{kT}$, the second layer formed on the flat hashemite surface has a maximal value of stress but negligible interface energy $K_1(2) \approx U_{\text{max}}/kT$. Finally the third + fourth layers formed on two (three) hashemite layers in substantially imperfect regions are accompanied by lower stress and also by negligible interface energy $K_1(3) \approx U/kT$. As it was shown above $U_{\text{max}}/kT = 1.275$, hence, the stress energy in the third + fourth layer is equal to $U \approx 0.65U_{\text{max}}$ and $\gamma_f' - \gamma_s' + \gamma_s' \approx 0.003 \text{ J/m}^2$. The difference $(\gamma_f' - \gamma_s' + \gamma_s') - (\gamma_f - \gamma_s) = \gamma_f' - \gamma_f + \gamma_s > 0$, but deviation from the zero value is expected to be slight. Substitution of the numerical values gives the plausible value of $\gamma_f' - \gamma_f + \gamma_s = 0.003 - (-0.015) = 0.018 \text{ J/m}^2$. Certainly, these estimates are very rough and rather speculative but they look quite reasonable and can confirm the qualitative conclusions outlined above.

5. Conclusions

The nanoscale in situ observations of BaCrO$_4$ on BaSO$_4$ (001) heteroepitaxial growth have shown that the first hashemite layer grows via two-dimensional nucleation and easily forms a complete epitaxial layer, which is likely to have a low level of intrinsic stress. Two-dimensional nucleation of the second and subsequent layers proceeds at significantly lower rates, and is accompanied by lower growth step velocities. These layers seem to have significant level of intrinsic stress and tend to reduce it via formation of free surface normal to the growth layer (holes in layer, dendrite-like shape of nuclei and steps, preferable formation of nuclei at the step edges). As a result the initially flat surface becomes rough. The process described corresponds to the Stranski-Krastanov epitaxial growth mode well known for growth of semiconductors and metals [1–3]. This epitaxial mode is observed in crystal growth from aqueous solutions for the first time.
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